
ORIGINAL FATIVAN  DOOR HOLDER ATTRIBUTES 

When opened the hook CENTERS ITSELF allowing for a ONE HAND installation 

The wings are made of 6-6 nylon, are very strong and HEAT RATED 

The 1/4" solid steel hook is case hardened and zinc plated 

The hook is locked in with a zinc plated 3/32 pin  

The hook easily slips over any standard hinge 

The tape is REFLECTIVE and can easily be seen in a smoky environment when hit with a light   

Under the tape are two RARE EARTH magnets that allow for convenient storage and three easy ways to 

hold open the door. Slipped over the hinge = 80 degrees open, magnetized to the hinge = 45 degrees 

open and magnetized to the lock plate allows the door to be kept open but not locked. 

It weighs only 5 oz. 

All metal parts are zinc plated which makes the ENTIRE TOOL CORROSION RESISTANT 

The tool is sized to the same length of a standard hinge therefore ELIMINATING DISTORTION to the door 

Unlike other door chocks on the market the FatIvan does NO DAMAGE to the door finish 

It is MADE IN THE USA and has a FULL FIVE YEAR warranty 

Customer can have special name and or logo printed on the tape for orders of 120 minimum at no 

additional cost 

Ergonomically convenient as NO BENDING is required  

ENHANCES PRODUCTIVITY as it now only takes one person to carry large loads through a door 

Provides TWO HANDS FREE for carrying items ie groceries, children, equipment, guernies etc. 

Cannot slip off the hinge when properly installed 

Can drop ship for a $3.00 nominal cost per order 

THE ORIGINAL FATIVAN IS PERFECT FOR ALL HEAVY DUTY MAINTENANCE PROJECTS, FIRST RESPONDERS, 

RESTORATION COMPANIES, LARGE RESORTS, MOVERS, NEW MOTHERS, FUNERAL DIRECTORS AND ANY 

MARKET WHERE LARGE DOORS OR EQUIPMENT REQUIRE BEING HELD OPEN. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CAN BE REVIEWED AT WWW.FATIVAN.COM  

 

http://www.fativan.com/


  


